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Warning! Your pages might be too hum-drum! "Simply Adding Drop Caps Can Increase Visual

Stimulation by An Amazing 1072, Drawing Your Customers Attention To Stay On Your Site Longer And

The Longer They Stay, This Increases Sales Conversion Rates By More Than 736" FACT: The longer

someone stays on your site the better chance they will buy! Drop caps are those large initial letters or

words at the start of a paragraph. Fashioned fairy tales were noted first for using these types of letters in

a really cool font and bigger than life, you might remember seeing them in a story book. My Secret Is Out

Yes, I let the cat out of the bag on how to make Drop Cap Paragraphs. You too can be creating unlimited

Drop Cap Paragraphs with this EZ to use system. I'll show you exactly how I do it so you can do it on your

own in just minutes. Mastering this visual trick will help you turn your site into your own masterpiece once

and for all. "You couldn't of made it easier to add drop caps to my site. " When I first started looking for

drop caps, I knew absolutely nothing about how to create them. I spent lots of time searching how to do

them easy, just think of the time I spent wasted on searching. You couldn't have made it easier to add

drop caps to my site I tried several other scripts and could not get it to work right. This is so easy to use I

had it working in just a few minutes. Thanks for creating it and the great deal. Ron Tennyson

Refinancegiant.com From the desk of Richard Dean Subject: Drop Cap Paragraph's Dear Internet Friend

The rule of thirds says that; Most designs can be made more interesting by visually dividing the page into

thirds, vertically and/or horizontally. After ordering Drop Cap Paragraphs, you can easily do that by place

our most important elements within those thirds. In just minutes after you download your copy of Drop

Cap Paragraphs you can spit out your very own drop caps that will be more capitulating to your reader.

Why Drop Cap's? - Placing important elements or the focal point of the design with the visual aspects of a

page is an layout trick that takes advantage of how people look at your site. The eye is naturally drawn to

these drop caps, using them is an hidden visual trick to get them read in full! Why Drop Cap's? - Those

oversized, sometimes ornate letters used to introduce paragraphs in books, newsletters, and ads - do

serve a purpose. What? You thought they were just there for decoration? Initial caps, by their size or

design attract the eye of the reader. They signal the start of a story or a change in focus. In long articles
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or predominantly text publications they provide a visual break Why Drop Cap's? - The visual center is

slightly to the left of and above the actual mathematical center of a page. The eye is naturally drawn to

the visual center so whatever is there grabs the reader's attention first. I will remove your fear of creating

your new great looking visual site. So simple anyone can do it. This is the exact same system I used to

create my drop caps with. You too can produce the same incredible results once you get your hands on

this easy system. Drop Cap Paragraphs- is a powerful visual enhancer on your website easily add drop

caps letters in minutes. Drop Cap Paragraphs- is a complete solution for creating drop caps fast and

simple, all in one and simple to use that will get you noticed like never seen before. If You Order Today - I

Will give you these 3 Bonuses :-) The custom work is worth the price alone! Besides at this low of a price,

your investment into your business would be well worth hundreds, if not thousands. Look you're going to

improve your site using Drop Cap Paragraphs, I know that, I still want to make it even easier to say YES

by throwing in these 3 BONUS GIFTS for you, making the deal better. Don't gamble with the success of

your website. Take action now! Free Bonus #1 - 52 more Drop Cap Letters Want more Drop Caps? I took

it one step further and wanted you to have even more choices since I know exactly how tough it can be to

Design "Drop Caps" with no experience, I'm giving you FIFTY TWO more, created by my team of

professional designers, that you can outright steal! That's a total of 78 letters to choose from. Free Bonus

#2 - Graphic Clips Want to create those cool dash tables? You got it! You want to have your own drop

shadow on tables? You got it! Want to have some cool hand drawn images? You got it! You want some

cool Images? You got it! YES, You can now have your own collection to use without feeling guilty from

stealing someone else's! These easy to use web graphics can spice up your website in just a few

minutes. Free Bonus #3 - Mini Site Templates & Graphics You need mini site templates to easily pop out

your web copy? I created 5 Templates pre-built for making quick mini sites with pre written sales pitches

all you need to do is edit your info in. What is a website without graphics? I also created 5 sets of

graphics images that include; Header image and flat cover images that you just add your site name to.

The header and cover templates are ready made graphics. Add your text to the flat image for the cover,

import it into your favorite cover maker software and turn it into a cover of your choice. *ecover software

not included but can be bought at procoversdeluxeor ecover-software "Who Else Wants To Create Drop

Cap Paragraphs Quickly and Easily With No mess No fuss!" YES! I am taking advantage of this special

introductory offer. I want to gain instant access to "Drop Cap Paragraphs " so I can immediately add Drop



Caps To My Web Pages. I understand that I get 50 off the original $197 resell rights price, along with 3

FREE Bonus Gifts worth over $750 if I hired a Pro do the custom work for me. I also understand that I

order today I will get MASTER RESELL RIGHTS This is a limited time only and the Master Resell Rights

Can Be Pulled At Any Time. You need to hurry before I remove your chances at getting Master Resell

rights to this and take away your chance of keeping 100 of the profits for yourself when you sell it. P.S.

Hurry, Limited Time Master Resell Rights! Order Your Master Resell Rights So You can Keep 100 Of The

Profits, Limited Number Will Be Sold World Wide So Hurry! P.P.S. Remember, this software can be yours

At A Huge 50 Savings In The Pre-Launch Stage, if you download it today. The truth is that I'm planning

on increasing the price very soon. Maybe in a weekor in a few hours. Don't get left under a rock.

Download your own copy of Drop Cap Paragraphs. Act now, before your competitors do. Copyright  2005

Ebook General Store Disclaimer Notice: This publication is distributed with the understanding that the

publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional advice. If legal advice or

other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Also note

that this publication guarantees no amount of money to be made and the author, cannot be held

responsible for any actions taken. All external links are provided as a resource only, and the author,

cannot be held accountable for dealings with these companies. By using anything found in this program

and using it, It is at your own risk, you take full responsibility for your actions, if you don't agree or don't

want to take your own risk than I suggest you over look our product/service.
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